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ELIET, that’s how I am

To give your garden some of its

individuality, you need a machine

with personality. Your personality. 

You’ll recognise a lot of yourself

in your ELIET machine: quality,

efficiency, an eye for detail and a

feeling for precision. As you

mature, you become wiser and

more experienced. ELIET

machines evolve and mature too.

And as their quality, safety and

environment concern grow, the

ELIET models become even more

refined. That makes an ELIET

machine a reliable total solution,

ensuring you enjoy your garden

today, and continue to enjoy it

well into the future. For the rest

of your life.
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HARMONY

Cherish your garden and you will get so much back in return. The

beauty of a garden is often measured in terms of the pleasure it

gives you to  get the best out of every last corner. Magnificent

flowerbeds intersected by beautifully trimmed hedges. And not a

weed in sight. A healthy lawn with perfectly straight edges. An

attractive tree with stylishly pruned foliage. The compost heap

where all the organic material in your garden is recycled. 

These are things that every gardener wants to create. 

And now every gardener can…

ELIET machines help you bring out the best of that natural beauty.

SUSTAINABLE

Nature is our greatest gift to future generations. 

So we have to handle it with love. ELIET machines help you safeguard

the future of natural beauty. 

ELIET MACHINES: BASED ON A RESPECT FOR NATURE

4

ELIET promotes the

fledgling philosophy of

recyclable gardening. An

ecological vision that

ELIET subscribes to in

full, based on its passion

for nature and admiration

for the mystery behind

the cycle of life. When

you use an ELIET

machine you build a part-

nership with nature.
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REFINED AND REFINING

Expert trimming keeps the plants, shrubs and trees in your garden

healthy and strong. The garden waste it produces is also a valuable

source of energy for new life in your garden. The decomposition

cycle is highly dependent on the way garden waste is cut. ELIET

has a line of powerful shredders that produce chips with added

value for the cycle of nature.  

Jean Pain Committee
ELIET supports the

ideas of Jean

Pain, a French

pioneer in 

composting who gave

his name to the Jean Pain

Committee, a professional 

organisation of expert 

composters. He discovered that

the humus of fine wood chips

made the dry ground of the

Provence fertile. This makes him

the ground-breaker in compost-

based organic gardening. You 

can now use ELIET shredders to 

introduce this principle in your

own garden. 

CHIPPING

6
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Let the Wood Do the Work

The ELIET chippers are

equipped with the patented

ELIET Chopping principle™.

This chipper technology

exploits the weakness of

wood by cutting with the

grain. That produces

Biotech™ chips, which can be

converted into nourishing

compost very quickly. That’s

how ELIET machines help

you promote the cycle of

nature in a user-friendly way.

They can handle just about

any organic material and

even foreign objects 

are not a problem. 

ELIET Chopping Principle™
The blades of the ELIET shredders cut

into the garden waste like miniature

hatchets. As a result the wood is cut with

the grain.  A passel of blades repeat the

cycle a thousand of times a minute. The

process results in uniform chips that are

perfect as a mulch layer or on your com-

post heap.  

Biotech™ chips
The Chopping principleTM squashes and

unravels the chips intensely. As a result

the grain structure of these ELIET

Biotech™ chips is well suited to decom-

position. Once chipping is complete you'll

have a good, airy mixture with just the

right moisture content. 

That's why Biotech™ chips improve your

composting system.  

Shredders

ELIET Primo

ELIET Maestro

ELIET Minor

ELIET Major

7

HAKBIJLprincipe ™ 

� Apart from wood the shredding
systems deals with a big variety of
leafy green waste.

� The blades are grindable and
reversible, so you always work on
knife edge.

� Whatever the waste, chips will
always keep same size and shape
thanks to the calibrating sieve.

�

�

�

CHOPPING principle ™
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Specifications

EELLIIEETT
PPRRIIMMOO // MMAAEESSTTRROO

The ELIET PRIMO and MAESTRO are two powerful machines that show no

mercy to your organic garden or kitchen waste. These shredders not only

put in a top performance, they are very comfortable to use. The wide feed-in

opening, ergonomic loading hopper and broad collection bag make garden

waste treatment a pleasure. Their large wheels take these machines to every

corner of the garden.

�

�

�

HAKBIJLprincipe ™ 

ELIET PRIMO

ELIET MAESTRO

� Robust construction: ELIET machines are all
steel constructions, protected by a layer of expoxy
paint, guaranteeing years of pleasure.

� Loading hopper: a wide hopper maximises
comfort when it comes to feeding in branches
with twigs, leaves and kitchen waste.

� The collection bag: there will be no waste
round your machine or on your lawn, because the
chips are collected in a practical portable collec-
tion bag. 

8

CHOPPING principle ™

ELIET PRIMO
Chops/min

Capacity (wheelbarrows/hour)

Shreddable timberdiameter

Chopping PrincipleTM

Power

Transmission

Dimensions (LxWxH)

Storage dimensions (LxWxH)

Collecting Bag Capacity

Weight

Number of knives

Engine 

OPTIONS:

ELIET MAESTRO
Chops/min

Capacity (wheelbarrows/hour)

Shreddable timberdiameter

Chopping PrincipleTM

Power

Transmission

Dimensions (LxWxH)

Storage dimensions (LxWxH)

Collecting Bag Capacity

Weight

Number of knives

Engine 

OPTIONS:

18 000

8

35 mm

yes

4 HP

Crankshaft mounted

1450 x 520 x 1340 mm

760 x 520 x 550 mm

60 L

32 kg

6 RESIST™ steel

Combustion/Electric 220 V

Multi-purpose grating
Output deflector

Hour meter

36 000

12

40 mm

yes

5,5 HP

Cranckshaft mounted

1450 x 520 x 1340 mm

760 x 520 x 550 mm

125 L

50 kg

12 RESIST™ steel

Combustion/Driving Power 3 x 380 V

Multi-purpose grating
Output deflector

Bag support
Hour meter
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HAKBIJLprincipe ™ 

Specifications

EELLIIEETT
MMIINNOORR  // MMAAJJOORR

The ergonomics of the MINOR and MAJOR will knock you out. They harmo-

niously combine a wide feed-in opening for fast processing of various types of

waste, with compactness and user-friendliness. Even crooked branches with

twigs are not a problem. Most importantly, the waste treatment process is

exceptionally safe. The machines are equipped with a specially mounted safe-

ty net, emergency shutdown, steel safety shield and heavy-duty debris guard.

The robust construction is modelled on ELIET's professional shredders.

ELIET MAJOR

ELIET MINOR

� Reversible hard steel blades: razor-sharp
blades chip all kinds of garden waste into high-
quality chippings. You can reverse the blades so
that they last twice as long.

� Large pneumatic tyres: vibrations and noise
are reduced by the pneumatic tyres.  The large
easy-roll bearing wheels make for easy manoeu-
vrability even on bumpy ground. 

� Belt drive: the transmission absorbs the
dynamic strength of the crankshaft and increases
the drive torque on the knife drum, which runs on
separate bearings.

Multi-purpose Sieve:
if you only wish to chip
damp products, it is advisable
to replace the standard sieve
screen with the special sieve
for leaves and damp products.

9

�

�

�

CHOPPING principle ™

24 000

16

45 mm

yes

5,5 - 6 - 6,5 HP

V-Belt XPA 1600

1250 x 520 x 1100 mm

65 kg

12 HS steel

Combustion/Driving Power 3 x 380 V

Multi-purpose grating
Hour meter

40 000

24

55 mm

yes

9 HP

V-Belt XPA 1600

1290 x 630 x 1280 mm

120 kg

20 HS steel

Combustion

Multi-purpose grating
Hour meter

ELIET MINOR
Chops/min

Capacity (wheelbarrows/hour)

Shreddable timberdiameter

Chopping PrincipleTM

Power

Transmission

Dimensions (LxWxH)

Weight

Number of knives

Engine 

OPTIONS:

ELIET MAJOR
Chops/min

Capacity (wheelbarrows/hour)

Shreddable timberdiameter

Chopping PrincipleTM

Power

Transmission

Dimensions (LxWxH)

Weight

Number of knives

Engine 

OPTIONS:
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FOR A LAWN IN PERFECT HEALTH

DETHATCHING

10

Dethatching is an indispensable

part of proper lawn maintenance.

Certainly nowadays, as mulch

mowing continues to gain ground.

The advantages of mulch mowing

are well known, but it does gen-

erate a spongy layer of felt and

tatch, which is not good for the

lawn. The changing climate is

also encouraging moss growth,

while droughts lead to a great

deal of residual dry grass remain-

ing in the lawn. The healthy grass

is constricted and finds it

increasingly difficult to thrive.

Dethatching is a preventive treat-

ment that does not use harmful

weed killers or chemicals. But it

does effectively eradicate all 

parasites, weeds, felt and dried

grass. The grass is given the space,

light and air it needs. The perfect

recipe for strong growth and a

beautiful full lawn. The ELIET

dethatchers with Permanently

Sharp Blades™ keep your lawn

in shape.
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PERMANENTLY SHARP BLADES™, 
FOR A RADIANT LAWN

BLUNT BLADES 
ARE HARMFUL TO YOUR LAWN!

New blade… After 30 hours…

After 60 hours… After 90 hours…

You shouldn't set the blades to cut

deep when you're dethatching. 

On the contrary, the trick is to loosen

all the moss, felt and other weeds on

the surface and lift it out of the lawn.

You can then rake or suck it up. 

Only then can you be sure that all that

unwanted material has been removed

from your lawn. 

That's the basis of the whole unique

Permanently Sharp BladesTM concept.

The blades are self-sharpening, so

they never lose their gripping force.

They may suffer some wear, but they

will remain sharp throughout their life.

The PSBTM technology guarantees the

same raking efficiency from beginning

till end. The Eliet warranty of 

a permanently good result.  

If you want to create the best lawn you can, ELIET scarifyers are the only choice. Other

dethatching machines with traditional blades are all blunted out after a few hours. If you try

to manicure your lawn with these blunt blades you may well end up doing more harm than

good. Blunt blades cut wide grooves in your lawn and often push the moss deeper into the

ground in the process. Worst-case scenario? Irreversible damage.

Scar i fyers

ELIET E401

ELIET E501

Overseeding

11

Sharp knives are guaranteed for more than 100 
working hours
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Specifications

EELLIIEETT
EE440011  // EE550011

Their working width makes these virtually, indestructible machines ideal for

small and medium-sized gardens. The E401 and E501 are designed for

home use, but they are modelled on ELIET’s professional dethatching

machines. They have a very long life and boast unequalled raking efficiency.

The machines are light and manoeuvrable, so they are able to cover every

single square centimetre of your lawn. The Eliet Permanently Sharp Blades™

also offer a warranty of years of exceptional performance, so that you can

dethatch your lawn in the approved manner.

ELIET E401

� The collection bag: avoid wasting time collect-
ing moss with the E401’s capacious collection bag.

� You can easily fold down the E401’s handle-
bar. This ensures that it does not take up much
space in your garage or in the boot of your car. 

� Vertical belt tension: this ingenious system
virtually eliminates wear on the belt, significantly
extending its operating life.

� Robust construction: a steel chassis welded
together by robots, strong wheels with natural
rubber treads and bearings with dust shields make
this machine indestructible.

Machine equipped 
with fixed knives

40 cm

12

�

�

�

�

400 mm

14 / 2,5 mm

Yes

Front - Rear

3,5 - 4 HP

V-Belt

Vertical Belt Tension

960 x 550 x 940 mm

40 kg

Roller bearing

60 L

Combustion/Electric 220 V

500 mm

18 / 3 mm

Yes

Front - Rear

5 - 5,5 - 6,5 HP

V-Belt

Vertical Belt Tension

1200 x 740 x 1000 mmm

60 kg

Roller bearing

no

Combustion

ELIET E401
Dethatching width

Fixed blades (number/thickness)

Permantently Sharp Knives
TM

Depth adjustment

Power

Transmission

Clutch

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Weight

Wheels

Collecting bag

Engine choice 

ELIET E501
Dethatching width

Fixed blades (number/thickness)

Permantently Sharp Knives

Depth adjustment

Power

Transmission

Clutch

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Weight

Wheels

Collecting bag

Engine choice 

�

ELIET E501

50 cm
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ELIET
DOORZAAICOMBI

Is your lawn looking a little lame?

Now you can transform a tired lawn

into a vigorous expanse of vital

green within three weeks. This reju-

venating cure requires you to over-

seed your worn-out lawn.

Overseeding is the process of

injecting new seed into your lawn.

It’s been used on golf courses and

sports pitches for decades. A clear

advantage of overseeding is that

the lawn remains resistant to dis-

ease and drought. It also maintains

the diversity of grass types.

ELIET OVERSEEDER

ELIET developed a machine that

does this for you, and it costs next

to nothing. This precision overseed-

er injects fresh grass into your lawn

just where it’s needed. Without

wasting seed. Any signs of the

treatment will disappear within a

few days. So you don’t need to stop

using or mowing your lawn for a

period of time. The young grass will

give your lawn a vital appearance

after just a few weeks.

PROACTIVE LAWN

MANAGEMENT

It’s advisable to overseed your lawn

every year. That will nip moss and

weed growth in the bud and keep

your lawn in good health. And a

healthy lawn requires less mainte-

nance of course. So you’ll always

earn back your investment.

For more information ask your 

gardener or contact us at 

+32 56 77 70 88.

A GREENER LAWN IN NO TIME

OVERSEEDING

13
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The edge of your lawn is one of

those hard to reach locations. The

grass is uncontrolled and grows

wild beyond the confines of the

neatly cut lawn. And of course, this

looks ugly. Do you really want to

deal with that serrated grass edge

with a spade, or do you still have

several hundred yards to do with

the lawn edging shears? We can

understand your desperation. The

ELIET trimmer has been specially

designed to efficiently perform

each of these specific operations.

So you can add the finishing touch

to your garden lawn. After all, it

deserves to have a beautiful

straight edge. And you deserve

that feeling of satisfaction you get

from a job well done. 

THE ICING ON THE CAKE

TRIMMING

14
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Specifications

The ELIET EDGE CUTTER saves you time and money. At locations that 

cannot be mowed by even the best lawnmower, you can simply deploy the

Eliet Edge cutter. A neat trim restores an aesthetic tinge to the edge of 

your lawn. The edger is a compact, but extremely functional machine that it

does its work superbly.

ELIET KS 240 STD

� Robust construction: the robust construction
hands you perfect control of every movement of
the blade. Helping you cut any grass that over-
laps the edge.

� Crescent-shaped guard: to offer protection for
the operator or bystanders, the machine has a
crescent-shaped protection guard fitted covering
half the blade.

� Blade adjustable at an angle: hence the ability
to cut away excess grass without damaging the
structure of lawn edges.

� Axis: the aligned axes of blade and front wheel
ensure that you can mow the perfect curves of
creative lawns with the ELIET cutter.

EELLIIEETT
EEDDGGEE  CCUUTTTTEERR

15

�

�

�

�

Standard 
steel blade

Eight-toothed 
disc for cutting

lawn and border
near stones.

2550 rpm

∅ 240 mm / 68NiCrMo3

max 80 mm

0° - 25° - 45°

3,5 - 4 - 5 - 6,5 HP

Combustion

V-Belt

1270 x 460 x 920 mm

34 kg

∅ 200 x 30 / Roller Bearing

8 tooth steeldisc
Double Frontwheels

ELIET KS 240 STD

Blade speed

Blade

Depth adjuster

Angle adjuster

Power

Engine

Transmisson

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Weight

Wheels

OPTIONS:
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During the autumn, nature prepares

for a long winter sleep while 

the trees cover the earth with a 

colourful layer. This huge scene is a

joy for children, walkers and nature

lovers, but is also a nuisance when

you have to keep your beautiful

lawn or car park free of leaves.

Leaves on the lawn keep the soil

very moist and acidic, with this

being the ideal breeding ground for

mosses, fungi and mushrooms. Thus,

you must not allow all of the effort

that you have already made towards

maintaining a beautiful lawn to be

wasted. It is therefore important to

regularly clear away leaves. Even

though, at first glance, this seems

like trying to fill a bottomless pit,

when you have efficient machines 

at your disposal you do not have 

to despair. The objective for anyone

who wants a neat lawn, public order

and safety is regularly clearing up

the leaves.

A FRESH WIND THROUGH YOUR GARDEN

LEAF BLOWING

16
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Specifications

The ELIET BL360 is a compact machine that packs the power of a cyclone.

The BL360 is so manoeuvrable and lightweight it gets into the smallest cor-

ners. The wide turbine reduces noise, which significantly increases comfort

of use. Thanks to the vibration absorbers on the handlebar, 

it is a pleasure to use the machine. The versatility of the 

special blower nozzle gives full control of the airflow.

�

ELIET BL360

� Directable blower nozzle: you can quickly
switch the blowing direction from the side to the
front.

� Large tyres: The BL 360 is equipped with large
pneumatic tyres. This makes the machine
extremely maneuverable on any type of ground.
You can generally drive this machine on the large
tyres as it is designed to be well-balanced. 

The fixed wheel at the front only acts as a shock-
absorbing wheel.

� Aluminium fan: The blades of the fan
impeller have a special shape that mini-
mizes the noise level of the fan. As this
impeller is manufactured from light alu-
minium, this has a beneficial effect on the
petrol consumption of the engine. 

�

EELLIIEETT BBLL336600

17

�

ELIET stands for quality, 
only the best engines comply. 

Ventury JetTM-effect: the blower nozzle creates
a special Ventury JetTM effect so that any stick-
ing leaves can be easily blown away by increas-
ing the blowing output at the required location.

�

50m2/min

200 km/h

∅ 360 mm

∅ 300 mm/ Alu 6mm

5 - 5,5 - 6 - 6,5 HP

Combustion

Crankshaft mounted

1100 x 680 x 950 mm

38 kg

ELIET BL 360
Air output

Airspeed 

Turbine 

Impeller

Power

Engine

Transmission 

Dimensions (L x W x H)

Weight
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S e r v i c e

Maintenance

Website

Hour meter

SERVICE & MAINTENANCE

To keep your machine in top condition,

regular and careful maintenance is need-

ed. If a part needs remplacement, it is

highly recommended to choose only the

original ELIET parts. Each part is made

with care and precision, which is the only

way of guaranteeing permanent quality.

The knowledge of using a tough and reli-

able machine makes work more pleasant. 

Make sure you visit a certified ELIET

dealer for the right service. 

WEBSITE

The fast-track to… 

• additional information on maintaining

the perfect garden 

• everything you need to know about

the ELIET machines

• a list of official ELIET dealers in your

neighbourhood

www.eliet.co.uk

Keeping an up-to-date record of how

much time you’ve spent working on

each machine is a complex task. The

need to remember maintenance sched-

ules doesn’t make it any easier. But it’s

absolutely necessary if you want your

machines to perform at their best year

after year. 

The ELIET maintenance meter is an

inexpensive option that allows you to

manage machine maintenance with lit-

tle effort.

This meter is your machine’s own on-

board computer. Just click the meter

onto the engine’s spark plug wire. 

The counter is activated as soon as you

start the engine.

It contains a traditional hours meter, a

tachometer and a maintenance alarm.

The alarm ensures you will never forget

to perform scheduled maintenance. 

So your machine will always be in peak

condition.

www.eliet.co.uk

19

YOUR GARDEN MACHINE’S ON-BOARD COMPUTER
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www.eliet.co.uk

Distribution in Belgium

Eliet Europe NV
Diesveldstraat 2 - B-8553 Otegem
Tel. +32 56 77 70 88, Fax. + 32 56 77 52 13
e-mail: info@eliet.eu, www.eliet.eu

Import Great Britain

Pinnacle Power Equipment Ltd.
The Barns, Watersplash Farm
Fordbridge Road 
Sunbury-on-Thames TW 16 6AU
Tel. 019 32 78 87 99 - Fax. 019 32 78 44 87
E-mail: sales@pinnaclepower.co.uk

dealer:
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